
FIERCE - Manipura (solar plexus chakra) I WILL
The solar plexus chakra is a source of inner strength, where your personal 
power aligns with and expresses the divine will with the radiance of 
the sun. In the solar plexus determination illuminates a life of purpose 
in which you are filled with the passion of our calling. Fierce and strong
Blocked: Low self-esteem, feelings of powerlessness, 
Balancing the solar plexus chakra creates self-esteem, determination, will power and independence. 

WHOLE - Svadhisthana (sacral chakra) I FEEL
The sacral chakra energizes and stimulates creativity, generating a passion 
for life and to live our purpose. The sacral center is how you connect 
to others and your own desire to create and explore in the world. The 
sacral chakra amplifies sensations desires and emotion. 
Blocked: Low sex drive, blocked creativity, financial insecurity, fear of intimacy and loneliness.
Balancing the sacral chakra creates a healthy and sustainable libido and optimism for life.

EMBODIED - Muladhara (root chakra) I AM
The root chakra anchors the spirit to the material world and your body 
to the ground. It deals with root issues and base instincts of survival. 
Embodied you create a secure center of gravity from which you can 
move in the world to realize your full potential and reach the stars.
Block: Manifests as fear of physical and emotional danger, anxiety, lower back pain and anxiety. 
Balancing the root chakra grounds you, calming the body and mind, creating inner peace and happiness. 

ONE -  EARTH STAR (earth chakra) 
The earth chakra grounds us to the earth through our body. Reaching 
down through the root chakra, the earth chakra anchors us in our lives, 
connecting us to the substance of which we are made, above and 
below. Color is brown or black. Located 12-18” below the root.
Block: Manifests as threat to security, panic and anxiety, general feeling of pessimism.
Balancing the earth chakra gives you a deep sense of peace, with the faith that you are held.

AWAKE - Ajna (third eye chakra) I SEE 
The third eye allows you to see into a world beyond the physical reality. A window 
between the realms, the ajna center sees through the eye of the soul, offering an 
opportunity to expand awareness and receive guidance to aid in the realization 
of your life’s purpose. The vision of the third eye comes intermittently, as needed.
Blocked: Lack of focus and imagination, materialistic, unable to see new solutions and possibilities, poor judgement
Balancing the third eye chakra opens the viewer to the intuitive and imaginative potential, a visionary reality.

WHOLE - Vishuddha (throat chakra) I SPEAK
The throat chakra is how you interface with the world through speech, and how 
you communicate with others. Related to your sense of truth and morality, the 
throat chakra is bound by the harmony between your inner and outer reality, 
mediating the demands of spirit and matter. Registering self-truth and integrity. 
Blocked: Inability to express yourself or speak honestly, misunderstood and manipulating, inability to listen. 
Balancing the throat chakra allows clear communication in which words have purpose beyond the personal.  

LOVE - Anahata (heart chakra) I LOVE
The heart chakra opens to connect you with others and yourself. A receptive 
organ, the heart is the threshold between the lower and upper chakras, bridging 
between spirit and matter. A way of orienting to the world, the heart can touch 
the spiritual world above and the material world below. We are connected in love.
Blocked: Lack of empathy and compassion, bitter and resentful, intolerant and hateful, suspicious. 
Balancing the heart chakra creates compassion and empathy, love that is without judgement or jealousy.

BELOVED - SOUL STAR (seat of the soul chakra) 
The soul chakra connects you to the light of the heavens, the luminous 
radiance of the night sky and the brilliance of the sun. It is the point where 
spirit and matter first come together and touch. It is through the soul 
chakra that we know ourselves—our true nature, calling and purpose.
Activity: Recall your soul identity and purpose and let yourself be guided through the soul chakra to 
serve this purpose in the world. Explore. When are you most aligned to your soul and soul chakra?

 

DIVINE - SPIRIT STAR (spirit chakra) 
The spirit chakra connects you to the transcendence of the heavens and 
the inspiration and information of realms beyond. This can be a way to 
read angelic records, to understand more about your life purpose. This 
connection shapes your future, while connecting you to your past. 
Ritual: Light the candle and be still, in the place of inspiration within. Be in meditation, listening to 
Bach or in the sunlight of a meadow. Let everything go. EXPAND. Feel the peace of your spirit . 

COSMIC -  GALAXY (galactic chakra)
This chakra, also called the “Channel for Prophecy,” is located above the 
spirit chakra. The Galactic Chakra allows for communication with higher 
beings and the Divine. It is associated with advancing the development of 
spiritual skills, including manifestation and energy healing.
Activity: Recall a dream or imagery from a waking dream and let yourself be guided through the 
images. Enter the dream. What are you being shown? What symbolism emerges. Imagine beyond. 

 

HARMONIC -  UNIVERSE (universal chakra)
The universal chakra is sometimes called the Divine gateway. It is at the 
pinnacle of your chakra system. This chakra is associated with spiritual 
ascension. With the activation of this chakra, your communication with the 
energies beyond unhindered. The gateway opens for your exploration.
Ritual: Light the candle and allow your energy to flow upward. Feel yourself expand as the vibration of light 
and sound. You are one with the heavens, the stars, galaxy and beyond. Ask and know your truth.

RADIANT - Saharara (crown chakra) I KNOW
The crown is the lotus enshrined jewel that reflects the light of the heavens. 
Providing inspiration and connection, this center is where spirit first touches the 
physical reality. In serenity and transparency, open to the influences and guidance 
of above, allowing yourself to be a clear reflection of the heavens on earth
Blocked: Lack of hope, faith and purpose, depression and memory problems, brain fog and resentment for life
Balancing the crown chakra creates faith in that which is unseen, trust in the divine. Universal love and wisdom.


